Incidents at SeaWorld parks Wikipedia This is a summary of notable incidents that have taken place at various
SeaWorld Parks Entertainment owned amusement parks, water parks or theme parks.This list is not intended to be
a comprehensive list of every such event, but only those that have a significant impact on the parks or park
operations, or are otherwise significantly SeaWorld Wikipedia Coordinates SeaWorld is a United States chain of
marine mammal parks, oceanariums, animal theme parks, and rehabilitation centers owned by SeaWorld
Entertainment one park will be owned and operated by Miral under a license SeaWorld announces end to killer
whale shows after Tilikum s death SeaWorld San Diego announced it is ending its killer whale show after the death
of Tilikum the whale but it s not completely over. Action Alerts PETA PETA s action alerts allows you to easily
contact companies, universities, government agencies, and others to improve the lives of animals used for food,
clothing, experimentation and entertainment. SeaWorld responds to questions about captive orcas, Blackfish film
CNN Oct , This week, CNN will present the premiere of Blackfish, a documentary that traces the history of killer
whales in captivity leading up to the killing of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum, an orca previously
associated with the death of two other people SeaWorld has been critical of Tilikum, SeaWorld orca that killed
trainer and starred in But it was the death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum after a Dine with
Shamu show that left the biggest impact on the future of orcas at SeaWorld parks. SeaWorld orca who also killed
his trainer Two killer whale trainers were killed by orca, two months apart Alexis Martinez was killed by the adult
male orca Keto at Loro Parque in Tenerife, Canary Islands, on Christmas Eve , just days before Dawn Brancheau s
death at SeaWorld, in Orlando, Florida on February th . Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a SeaWorld trainer
SeaWorld said Tilikum was near the high end of a captive whale s average life expectancy Wild whales tend to live
much longer, The Post noted in March. SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Mail Online SeaWorld
San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Pool performances to finally stop after years of outcry and recent death of
orca Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego is ending its long running killer whale show SeaWorld says their whales live as
long as wild whales Mar , SeaWorld San Diego visitors get a closeup view of an orca through a window at the park
on Aug , This is the SeaWorld ad that ran in the Tampa Bay Times on March , , as well as in other media outlets
More and , critics are making the case that keeping killer whales in captivity is The Worst Things to Happen to
SeaWorld Since the Release of Blackfish For the past two years, SeaWorld has been on the defensive following the
groundbreaking documentary Blackfish In an attempt to mend their injured reputation, SeaWorld has taken to
releasing videos designed to reinforce just how much they care for their animals and revealed plans to redesign No
Longer Available WESH Police say Texas man punched baby to death, then watched TV to calm down WESH
Report Stripper paid by Texas student to show up at middle school Spotlight Death Valley National Park Visit
California The largest national park outside of Alaska, Death Valley is an almost unfathomable place The park s .
million acres . million hectares encompass mountain size sand dunes, below sea level salt flats, mysterious singing
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SeaWorld orca that killed trainer and starred in SeaWorld officials said Tilikum had faced serious health issues in
the past but did not give a cause of death Tilikum was responsible for the death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn
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level salt flats, mysterious singing SeaWorld CEO Joel Manby unexpectedly departs from Feb , The SeaWorld
leadership change was announced Tuesday after the company has struggled with declining revenue and public
perception issues amid backlash from the anti captivity documentary Blackfish. Attraction Spot YouTube New
VIDEOS Every Week with ride, waterslide, attraction POVs, and updating you with the latest news of upcoming
attractions in the amusement industry. Hurricane Irma Disney, Universal, SeaWorld among Sep , Hurricane Irma
has Walt Disney World, Universal Orlando and SeaWorld setting plans to close their parks as the storm passes
through Central Florida Killer Whale Attacks at Sea World UNCUT VIDEO YouTube With the latest attack at Sea
World these beauiftul smart creatures should be back in the waters free with no tank This is all for money not for
the educati Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer David Kirby, whose recent book Death at
SeaWorld traces the history of killer whales in captivity, found that Tilikum was captured off Iceland in the early s
when just two years old He was kept in a tiny covered pool for two years before being sold to a marine park in
Canada which closed after he drowned a trainer. Death At Seaworld Home Facebook Death At Seaworld , likes
talking about this A gripping inspection, hard to put down BOOKLIST ON SALE JULY Death at SeaWorld
Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Death at Seaworld is a fascinating and meticulously researched work that
centres upon the death of a killer whale trainer at the U.S theme park in However the work also takes on the entire
history of the captivity of these whales, as well as research undertaken in Death at SeaWorld David Kirby

Macmillan From the tragic death of trainer Dawn Brancheau in to other less publicized incidents, the book
chronicles the perils of attempting to subdue the species Al Jazeera David Kirby, author of Death at SeaWorld
Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity, has posted a persuasive rebuttal. Dawn Brancheau
SeaWorld Trainer Killed Photo The entrance to SeaWorld is seen after an incident involving the death of a trainer
at the park in Orlando, Fla on Wednesday, Feb , The park remained open and only the area where the incident
occurred was closed off to guests. SeaWorld trainer killed by killer whale CNN Feb , CNN A killer whale killed a
trainer Wednesday afternoon at SeaWorld s Shamu Stadium in Orlando, Florida, a public information officer for
the Orange County Sheriff s Office said. Death at Seaworld NPR Death at Seaworld Death at Seaworld Shamu and
the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity by David Kirby. Tilikum, SeaWorld s Killer Orca, is Dying Latest
Stories To tell Tilikum s story, it was necessary to tell the story of SeaWorld and killer whale entertainment He was
responsible for three human deaths a trainer at Sealand Of Tilikum orca Wikipedia Declining health and death
SeaWorld announced in March Tilikum s health was deteriorating, and it was thought he had a lung infection due
to bacterial pneumonia, a SeaWorld announces death of Tilikum, killer whale Jan , Sea World officials said Friday
that Tilikum died but did not give a cause of death. Death at SeaWorld Fox News Feb , A killer whale killed a
veteran SeaWorld Orlando trainer in front of a horrified audience. Death at SeaWorld Video ABC News Feb ,
Watch video, pound whale kills a female handler at Shamu Stadium. Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side
of Killer From the New York Times bestselling author of Evidence of Harm and Animal Factory a groundbreaking
scientific thriller that exposes the dark side of SeaWorld, America s most beloved marine mammal park Death at
SeaWorld centers on the battle with the multimillion dollar marine park industry over the controversial and even
lethal Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Death at SeaWorld has , ratings and reviews Ana said
For man cannot give wild animals freedom, they can only take it away Jacques Yves Cou Death at SeaWorld
Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer
Whales in Captivity Kindle edition by David Kirby Download it once and read it Death At Seaworld Home
Facebook Death At Seaworld , likes talking about this A gripping inspection, hard to put down BOOKLIST ON
SALE JULY Death at SeaWorld David Kirby Macmillan From the New York Times bestselling author of Evidence
of Harm and Animal Factory a groundbreaking scientific thriller that exposes the dark side of SeaWor NEAR
DEATH AT SEAWORLD YouTube Near Death at SeaWorld Aggression incident by killer whale Kasatka against
trainer Ken Peters in More information in David Kirby s book DEATH AT SEAW Death at Seaworld NPR Death
at Seaworld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity by David Kirby. Death at SeaWorld Fox News
Feb , A killer whale killed a veteran SeaWorld Orlando trainer in front of a horrified audience. Death at SeaWorld
The Humane Society of the United States From bestselling author David Kirby comes Death at SeaWorld, a
groundbreaking scientific thriller that exposes the dark side of America s most beloved marine mammal park.
Death at SeaWorld Google Books From the New York Times bestselling author of Evidence of Harm and Animal
Factory a groundbreaking scientific thriller that exposes the dark side of SeaWorld, America s most beloved marine
mammal park Death at SeaWorld centers on the battle with the multimillion dollar marine park industry over the
controversial and even lethal Death at SeaWorld by David Kirby on iBooks Read a free sample or buy Death at
SeaWorld by David Kirby You can read this book with iBooks on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch or Mac. Book
Review Death at Sea World WSJ Jonathan V Last reviews Death at Sea World Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer
Whales in Captivity by David Kirby. Tilikum orca Wikipedia Following his arrival at SeaWorld, Tilikum sired
many calves with many different females His first calf born in Orlando was to Katina. Tilikum, SeaWorld s Killer
Orca, is Dying Latest Stories Three tragic human deaths made us finally confront the reality of keeping wild whales
in captivity. Autopsy Reveals Details of SeaWorld Death ABC News Sea World killer whale Tillikum broke trainer
Dawn Brancheau s jaw and vertebra, and dislocated an arm and a leg while thrashing her around, an autopsy has
concluded. Tilikum, SeaWorld orca that killed trainer and starred in But it was the death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn
Brancheau by Tilikum after a Dine with Shamu show that left the biggest impact on the future of orcas at SeaWorld
parks. SeaWorld orca who also killed his trainer Two killer whale trainers were killed by orca, two months apart
Alexis Martinez was killed by the adult male orca Keto at Loro Parque in Tenerife, Canary Islands, on Christmas
Eve , just days before Dawn Brancheau s death at SeaWorld, in Orlando, Florida on February th Brancheau was
killed by another adult male orca, named Tilikum. Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a SeaWorld trainer
SeaWorld said Tilikum was near the high end of a captive whale s average life expectancy Wild whales tend to live
much longer, The Post noted in March. SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Mail Online SeaWorld
San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Pool performances to finally stop after years of outcry and recent death of
orca Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego is ending its long running killer whale show SeaWorld says their whales live as

long as wild whales Mar , SeaWorld San Diego visitors get a closeup view of an orca through a window at the park
on Aug , This is the SeaWorld ad that ran in the Tampa Bay Times on March , , as well as in other media outlets
More and , critics are making the case that keeping killer whales in captivity is The Worst Things to Happen to
SeaWorld Since the Release of Blackfish For the past two years, SeaWorld has been on the defensive following the
groundbreaking documentary Blackfish In an attempt to mend their injured reputation, SeaWorld has taken to
releasing videos designed to reinforce just how much they care for their animals and revealed plans to redesign No
Longer Available WESH Police say Texas man punched baby to death, then watched TV to calm down WESH
Report Stripper paid by Texas student to show up at middle school Spotlight Death Valley National Park Visit
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million acres . million hectares encompass mountain size sand dunes, below sea level salt flats, mysterious singing
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Research The timing was something that Attraction Spot YouTube New VIDEOS Every Week with ride,
waterslide, attraction POVs, and updating you with the latest news of upcoming attractions in the amusement
industry. Hurricane Irma Disney, Universal, SeaWorld among Sep , Hurricane Irma has Walt Disney World,
Universal Orlando and SeaWorld setting plans to close their parks as the storm passes through Central Florida
NSTA Awards and Recognitions NSTA and its corporate partners sponsor programs to recognize and reward the
achievements of science educators in the classroom, in agencies, and in Welcome to Autopsyfiles Autopsy Reports
Autopsyfiles is a website dedicated in providing autopsy reports disclosing the cause of death of famous celebrities
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theme parks.This list is not intended to be a comprehensive list of every such event, but only those that have a
significant impact on the parks or park operations, or are otherwise significantly SeaWorld Wikipedia Coordinates
SeaWorld is a United States chain of marine mammal parks, oceanariums, animal theme parks, and rehabilitation
centers owned by SeaWorld Entertainment one park will be owned and operated by Miral under a license
SeaWorld announces end to killer whale shows after Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego announced it is ending its killer
whale show after the death of Tilikum the whale but it s not completely over. Action Alerts PETA PETA s action
alerts allows you to easily contact companies, universities, government agencies, and others to improve the lives of
animals used for food, clothing, experimentation and entertainment. SeaWorld responds to questions about captive
orcas Oct , This week, CNN will present the premiere of Blackfish, a documentary that traces the history of killer
whales in captivity leading up to the killing of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum, an orca previously
associated with the death of two other people SeaWorld has been critical of Tilikum, SeaWorld orca that killed
trainer and starred in SeaWorld officials said Tilikum had faced serious health issues in the past but did not give a
cause of death Tilikum was responsible for the death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau. Keto The Other Whale
Who Killed His Trainer One Two killer whale trainers were killed by orca, two months apart Alexis Martinez was
killed by the adult male orca Keto at Loro Parque in Tenerife, Canary Islands, on Christmas Eve , just days before
Dawn Brancheau s death at SeaWorld, in Orlando, Florida on February th . Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a
SeaWorld trainer SeaWorld said Tilikum was near the high end of a captive whale s average life expectancy Wild
whales tend to live much longer, The Post noted in March. SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show after
SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Pool performances to finally stop after years of outcry and recent
death of orca Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego is ending its long running killer whale show SeaWorld says their
whales live as long as wild whales Mar , SeaWorld San Diego visitors get a closeup view of an orca through a
window at the park on Aug , This is the SeaWorld ad that ran in the Tampa Bay Times on March , , as well as in
other media outlets More and , critics are making the case that keeping killer whales in captivity is The Worst
Things to Happen to SeaWorld Since the Since the release of the documentary Blackfish, we ve seen the true
impact of the Blackfish effect Here are of the worst things to happen to SeaWorld since the documentary s release.
No Longer Available WESH Police say Texas man punched baby to death, then watched TV to calm down WESH
Report Stripper paid by Texas student to show up at middle school Spotlight Death Valley National Park Visit
California The largest national park outside of Alaska, Death Valley is an almost unfathomable place The park s .
million acres . million hectares encompass mountain size sand dunes, below sea level salt flats, mysterious singing
SeaWorld trainer killed by killer whale CNN Feb , A killer whale killed a trainer Wednesday afternoon at
SeaWorld s Shamu Stadium in Orlando, Florida, a public information officer for the Orange County Sheriff s

Office said. Incidents at SeaWorld parks Wikipedia This is a summary of notable incidents that have taken place at
various SeaWorld Parks Entertainment owned amusement parks, water parks or theme parks.This list is not
intended to be a comprehensive list of every such event, but only those that have a significant impact on the parks
or park operations, or are otherwise significantly SeaWorld Wikipedia Coordinates SeaWorld is a United States
chain of marine mammal parks, oceanariums, animal theme parks, and rehabilitation centers owned by SeaWorld
Entertainment one park will be owned and operated by Miral under a license The parks feature killer whale, sea
lion, and dolphin shows and zoological displays featuring various other marine SeaWorld announces end to killer
whale shows after Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego announced it is ending its killer whale show after the death of
Tilikum the whale but it s not completely over. Action Alerts PETA PETA s action alerts allows you to easily
contact companies, universities, government agencies, and others to improve the lives of animals used for food,
clothing, experimentation and entertainment. SeaWorld responds to questions about captive orcas Oct , This week,
CNN will present the premiere of Blackfish, a documentary that traces the history of killer whales in captivity
leading up to the killing of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum, an orca previously associated with the
death of two other people SeaWorld has been critical of Tilikum, SeaWorld orca that killed trainer and starred in
SeaWorld officials said Tilikum had faced serious health issues in the past but did not give a cause of death
Tilikum was responsible for the death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau. Keto The Other Whale Who Killed
His Trainer One Two killer whale trainers were killed by orca, two months apart Alexis Martinez was killed by the
adult male orca Keto at Loro Parque in Tenerife, Canary Islands, on Christmas Eve , just days before Dawn
Brancheau s death at SeaWorld, in Orlando, Florida on February th Brancheau was killed by another adult male
orca, named Tilikum. Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a SeaWorld trainer SeaWorld said Tilikum was near
the high end of a captive whale s average life expectancy Wild whales tend to live much longer, The Post noted in
March. SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show after SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show
Pool performances to finally stop after years of outcry and recent death of orca Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego is
ending its long running killer whale show SeaWorld says their whales live as long as wild whales Mar , SeaWorld
San Diego visitors get a closeup view of an orca through a window at the park on Aug , This is the SeaWorld ad
that ran in the Tampa Bay Times on March , , as well as in other media outlets More and , critics are making the
case that keeping killer whales in captivity is The Worst Things to Happen to SeaWorld Since the Since the release
of the documentary Blackfish, we ve seen the true impact of the Blackfish effect Here are of the worst things to
happen to SeaWorld since the documentary s release. No Longer Available WESH Police say Texas man punched
baby to death, then watched TV to calm down WESH Report Stripper paid by Texas student to show up at middle
school Spotlight Death Valley National Park Visit California The largest national park outside of Alaska, Death
Valley is an almost unfathomable place The park s . million acres . million hectares encompass mountain size sand
dunes, below sea level salt flats, mysterious singing rocks, and colorful sandstone canyons Extremes are the norm
Death Valley is the hottest and driest place in SeaWorld Dolphin s Death Reveals More Dark Truths The Dodo
Another dolphin has died at SeaWorld and her death shines light on the sad plight of one of SeaWorld s least
known animals Betsy, a year old Commerson s dolphin, passed away just days after being transferred from
SeaWorld San Diego to SeaWorld s Aquatica park in Orlando, the company announced Death at SeaWorld The
Humane Society of the United States From bestselling author David Kirby comes Death at SeaWorld, a
groundbreaking scientific thriller that exposes the dark side of America s most beloved marine mammal park.
Incidents between humans and killer whales in captivity Incidents between humans and killer whales in captivity
Death at SeaWorld, November , , Kamogawa Sea World, Japan Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a SeaWorld
trainer The Washington Post Watch videoTilikum, the infamous orca that killed a SeaWorld trainer, is dead He
sired at least calves before his death, of them at SeaWorld. Death at SeaWorld de David Kirby sur iBooks Lisez un
extrait gratuit ou achetez Death at SeaWorld de David Kirby Vous pouvez lire ce livre avec iBooks sur votre
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch ou Mac. Tilikum, killer whale at center of Blackfish, dies CNN Jan , Tilikum, the killer
whale involved in the deaths of three people, including SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau in , has died, SeaWorld
reported Friday. Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity by Find great deals for
Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity by David Kirby , Paperback Shop with
confidence on eBay Tilikum, SeaWorld orca who killed trainer, inspired Jan , One of SeaWorld s better known
orcas, Tilikum, perhaps best known for killing his trainer in , died early Friday morning SeaWorld said he died
surrounded by trainers, care staff and veterinarians A cause of death is yet to be determined and a necropsy is
planned However, the organization Autopsy Reveals Details of SeaWorld Death ABC News Sea World killer
whale Tillikum broke trainer Dawn Brancheau s jaw and vertebra, and dislocated an arm and a leg while thrashing

her around, an autopsy has concluded. The Life and Care Of Tilikum At SeaWorld The necropsy performed
following Tilikum s death confirmed his cause of death as bacterial pneumonia, Is SeaWorld going to release the
results of the necropsy David Kirby On Captive Orcas and His Book, Death at SeaWorld David Kirby, author of
Death at SeaWorld Shamu and the Dark Side of Killer Whales in Captivity, discusses SeaWorld and the future of
captive marine mammals. Tilikum, SeaWorld killer whale in Blackfish Jan , Tilikum, the SeaWorld orca whale
who inspired the documentary Blackfish after he killed his trainer, has died He was The killer whale died early
Friday, SeaWorld Orlando officials announced in a statement His cause of death has not yet been determined, but
officials said he faced some Three animals have died in three months at SeaWorld San Antonio The Washington
Post News of the deaths of three relatively young animals a dolphin, an orca and a beluga whale comes at a time of
increased criticism and regulatory pressure and falling profits for the SeaWorld chain of marine amusement parks.
The Killer in the Pool Outside Online Last February, when a , pound orca named Tilikum dragged his SeaWorld
trainer into the pool and drowned her, it was the third time the big killer whale had been involved in a death.
SeaWorld trainer killed by killer whale CNN Feb , A killer whale killed a trainer Wednesday afternoon at
SeaWorld s Shamu Stadium in Orlando, Florida, a public information Incidents at SeaWorld parks Wikipedia This
is a summary of notable incidents that have taken place at various SeaWorld Parks Entertainment owned
amusement parks, water parks or theme parks.This list is not intended to be a comprehensive list of every such
event, but only those that have a significant impact on the parks or park operations, or are otherwise significantly
SeaWorld Wikipedia Coordinates SeaWorld is a United States chain of marine mammal parks, oceanariums,
animal theme parks, and rehabilitation centers owned by SeaWorld Entertainment one park will be owned and
operated by Miral under a license SeaWorld announces end to killer whale shows after Tilikum s death Metro
SeaWorld San Diego announced it is ending its killer whale show after the death of Tilikum the whale but it s not
completely over. Action Alerts PETA PETA s action alerts allows you to easily contact companies, universities,
government agencies, and others to improve the lives of animals used for food, clothing, experimentation and
entertainment. SeaWorld responds to questions about captive orcas, Blackfish film CNN Oct , This week, CNN
will present the premiere of Blackfish, a documentary that traces the history of killer whales in captivity leading up
to the killing of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum, an orca previously associated with the death of two
other people SeaWorld has been critical of Tilikum, SeaWorld orca that killed trainer and starred in SeaWorld
officials said Tilikum had faced serious health issues in the past but did not give a cause of death Tilikum was
responsible for the death of SeaWorld SeaWorld orca who also killed his trainer Two killer whale trainers were
killed by orca, two months apart Alexis Martinez was killed by the adult male orca Keto at Loro Parque in
Tenerife, Canary Islands, on Christmas Eve , just days before Dawn Brancheau s death at SeaWorld, in Orlando,
Florida on February th . Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a SeaWorld trainer The Washington Post SeaWorld
said Tilikum was near the high end of a captive whale s average life expectancy Wild whales tend to live much
longer, The Post noted in March. SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Mail Online SeaWorld San
Diego ENDS its killer whale show Pool performances to finally stop after years of outcry and recent death of orca
Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego is ending its long running killer whale show SeaWorld says their whales live as long
as wild whales Mar , SeaWorld San Diego visitors get a closeup view of an orca through a window at the park on
Aug , This is the SeaWorld ad that ran in the Tampa Bay Times on March , , as well as in other media outlets More
and , critics are making the case that keeping killer whales in captivity is The Worst Things to Happen to SeaWorld
Since the Release of Blackfish Since the release of the documentary Blackfish, we ve seen the true impact of the
Blackfish effect Here are of the worst things to happen to SeaWorld since the documentary s release. No Longer
Available WESH Police say Texas man punched baby to death, then watched TV to calm down WESH Report
Stripper paid by Texas student to show up at middle school Spotlight Death Valley National Park Visit California
The largest national park outside of Alaska, Death Valley is an almost unfathomable place The park s . million
acres . million hectares encompass mountain size sand dunes, below sea level salt flats, mysterious singing rocks,
and colorful sandstone canyons. SeaWorld trainer killed by killer whale CNN Feb , A killer whale killed a trainer
Wednesday afternoon at SeaWorld s Shamu Stadium in Orlando, Florida, a public information officer for the
Orange County Sheriff s Office said. Incidents at SeaWorld parks Wikipedia This is a summary of notable
incidents that have taken place at various SeaWorld Parks Entertainment owned amusement parks, water parks or
theme parks.This list is not intended to be a comprehensive list of every such event, but only those that have a
significant impact on the parks or park operations, or are otherwise significantly SeaWorld Wikipedia Coordinates
SeaWorld is a United States chain of marine mammal parks, oceanariums, animal theme parks, and rehabilitation
centers owned by SeaWorld Entertainment one park will be owned and operated by Miral under a license

SeaWorld announces end to killer whale shows after Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego announced it is ending its killer
whale show after the death of Tilikum the whale but it s not completely over. Action Alerts PETA PETA s action
alerts allows you to easily contact companies, universities, government agencies, and others to improve the lives of
animals used for food, clothing, experimentation and entertainment. SeaWorld responds to questions about captive
orcas Oct , This week, CNN will present the premiere of Blackfish, a documentary that traces the history of killer
whales in captivity leading up to the killing of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum, an orca previously
associated with the death of two other people SeaWorld has been critical of Tilikum, SeaWorld orca that killed
trainer and starred in But it was the death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau by Tilikum after a Dine with
Shamu show that left the biggest impact on the future of orcas at SeaWorld parks. Keto The Other Whale Who
Killed His Trainer One Two killer whale trainers were killed by orca, two months apart Alexis Martinez was killed
by the adult male orca Keto at Loro Parque in Tenerife, Canary Islands, on Christmas Eve , just days before Dawn
Brancheau s death at SeaWorld, in Orlando, Florida on February th . Tilikum, the infamous orca that killed a
SeaWorld trainer SeaWorld said Tilikum was near the high end of a captive whale s average life expectancy Wild
whales tend to live much longer, The Post noted in March. SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show after
SeaWorld San Diego ENDS its killer whale show Pool performances to finally stop after years of outcry and recent
death of orca Tilikum SeaWorld San Diego is ending its long running killer whale show SeaWorld says their
whales live as long as wild whales Mar , SeaWorld San Diego visitors get a closeup view of an orca through a
window at the park on Aug , This is the SeaWorld ad that ran in the Tampa Bay Times on March , , as well as in
other media outlets More and , critics are making the case that keeping killer whales in captivity is The Worst
Things to Happen to SeaWorld Since the For the past two years, SeaWorld has been on the defensive following the
groundbreaking documentary Blackfish In an attempt to mend their injured reputation, SeaWorld has taken to
releasing videos designed to reinforce just how much they care for their animals and revealed plans to redesign No
Longer Available WESH Police say Texas man punched baby to death, then watched TV to calm down WESH
Report Stripper paid by Texas student to show up at middle school Spotlight Death Valley National Park Visit
California The largest national park outside of Alaska, Death Valley is an almost unfathomable place The park s .
million acres . million hectares encompass mountain size sand dunes, below sea level salt flats, mysterious singing

